Pressure and scattering regime influence on the EDS profile resolution at a composite interface in environmental SEM.
Gas impact on the EDS profile resolution at the interface of composite interface resin/Al was investigated with two gaseous environments: helium and water vapor. Two main components of the global profile at the interface were investigated: the contrast of the profile and the spatial resolution. A complementary approach was developed by comparing gas nature impact versus the pressure and versus the scattering regime. The results show that the unscattered electron beam mainly governs EDS profile spatial resolution as long as the scattering regime is single or oligo scattering. Then for plural scattering, spatial resolution is dramatically degraded. In addition, the contrast is degraded since a gas is introduced, whatever the gas, the pressure and so the scattering regime. This approach would enable to better understand the respective contributions of the unscattered beam and the skirt and the influence of the gases nature on them.